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State, SA–5, L/PD, Fifth Floor (Suite
5H03), Washington, DC 20522–0505.

Countries whose
central governments received
or were considered for assistance assessed
to be non-transparent

Progress

No progress

Uzbekistan ........
Yemen ..............
Zimbabwe .........

....................
....................
X

X
X
....................

Dated: March 14, 2014.
Heather Higginbottom,
Deputy Secretary for Management and
Resources, Department of State.

Dated: March 19, 2014.
Kelly Keiderling,
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau
of Educational and Cultural Affairs,
Department of State.
[FR Doc. 2014–06723 Filed 3–25–14; 8:45 am]
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[FR Doc. 2014–06694 Filed 3–25–14; 8:45 am]

Notice of Applications for Certificates
of Public Convenience and Necessity
and Foreign Air Carrier Permits Filed
Under Subpart B (Formerly Subpart Q)
During the Week Ending March 8, 2014

BILLING CODE 4710–07–P

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
[Public Notice 8672]

Culturally Significant Objects Imported
for Exhibition Determinations: ‘‘Terra
Cotta Warriors: The Emperor’s Painted
Army, Directly From China’s Shaanxi
Province’’ Exhibition
Notice is hereby given of the
following determinations: Pursuant to
the authority vested in me by the Act of
October 19, 1965 (79 Stat. 985; 22 U.S.C.
2459), Executive Order 12047 of March
27, 1978, the Foreign Affairs Reform and
Restructuring Act of 1998 (112 Stat.
2681, et seq.; 22 U.S.C. 6501 note, et
seq.), Delegation of Authority No. 234 of
October 1, 1999, Delegation of Authority
No. 236–3 of August 28, 2000 (and, as
appropriate, Delegation of Authority No.
257 of April 15, 2003), I hereby
determine that the objects to be
included in the exhibition ‘‘Terra Cotta
Warriors: The Emperor’s Painted Army,
Directly from China’s Shaanxi
Province,’’ imported from abroad for
temporary exhibition within the United
States, are of cultural significance. The
objects are imported pursuant to a loan
agreement with the foreign owner or
custodian. I also determine that the
exhibition or display of the exhibit
objects at the Children’s Museum of
Indianapolis, Indianapolis, IN, from on
or about May 9, 2014, until on or about
November 2, 2014, and at possible
additional exhibitions or venues yet to
be determined, is in the national
interest. I have ordered that Public
Notice of these Determinations be
published in the Federal Register.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
further information, including a list of
the exhibit objects, contact Julie
Simpson, Attorney-Adviser, Office of
the Legal Adviser, U.S. Department of
State (telephone: 202–632–6467). The
mailing address is U.S. Department of
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The following Applications for
Certificates of Public Convenience and
Necessity and Foreign Air Carrier
Permits were filed under Subpart B
(formerly Subpart Q) of the Department
of Transportation’s Procedural
Regulations (See 14 CFR 301.201 et.
seq.). The due date for Answers,
Conforming Applications, or Motions to
Modify Scope are set forth below for
each application. Following the Answer
period DOT may process the application
by expedited procedures. Such
procedures may consist of the adoption
of a show-cause order, a tentative order,
or in appropriate cases a final order
without further proceedings.
Docket Number: DOT–OST–2005–
22228 and DOT–OST–2011–0076.
Date Filed: March 6, 2014.
Due Date for Answers, Conforming
Applications, or Motion to Modify
Scope: March 27, 2014.
Description: Application of JetBlue
Airways Corporation requesting renewal
of its certificate of public convenience
and necessity to operate scheduled
combination service between the United
States, from Boston, MA (BOS), Fort
Lauderdale, FL (FLL), New York, NY
(JFK) and Orlando, FL (MCO), on the
one hand, and Cancun, Mexico (CUN),
on the other hand.
Barbara J. Hairston,
Supervisory Dockets Officer, Docket
Operations, Federal Register Liaison.
[FR Doc. 2014–06640 Filed 3–25–14; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Federal Aviation Administration
Research, Engineering And
Development Advisory Committee;
Notice of Meeting
Federal Aviation
Administration, DOT.
ACTION: Notice of meeting.
AGENCY:

Pursuant to section 10(A)(2) of the
Federal Advisory Committee Act (Public
Law 92–463; 5 U.S.C. App. 2), notice is
hereby given of a meeting of the FAA
Research, Engineering and Development
(R,E&D) Advisory Committee.
Name: Research, Engineering &
Development Advisory Committee.
Time and Date: April 17—8:30 a.m. to
4:00 p.m.
Place: Federal Aviation
Administration, 800 Independence
Avenue SW.—Round Room (10th
Floor), Washington, DC 20591.
Purpose: The meeting agenda will
include receiving from the Committee
guidance for FAA’s research and
development investments in the areas of
air traffic services, airports, aircraft
safety, human factors and environment
and energy. Attendance is open to the
interested public but seating is limited.
Persons wishing to attend the meeting
or obtain information should contact
Gloria Dunderman at (202) 267–8937 or
gloria.dunderman@faa.gov. Members of
the public may present a written
statement to the Committee at any time.
Issued in Washington, DC on: March 19,
2014.
Gloria Dunderman,
Management & Program Analyst.
[FR Doc. 2014–06693 Filed 3–25–14; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4910–13–P

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Federal Aviation Administration
[Docket No. FAA–2007–29320]

Operating Limitations at John F.
Kennedy International Airport
Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Notice of extension to Order.
AGENCY:

This action amends the Order
Limiting Operations at John F. Kennedy
International Airport (JFK) that
published on January 18, 2008, and was
amended on February 14, 2008, October
7, 2009, April 4, 2011, and May 14,
2013. The Order remains effective until
the final Rule on Slot Management and
Transparency for LaGuardia Airport,
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John F. Kennedy International Airport,
and Newark Liberty International
Airport becomes effective but not later
than October 29, 2016.
DATES: This amendment is effective on
March 26, 2014.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
technical questions concerning this
Order contact: Susan Pfingstler, System
Operations Services, Air Traffic
Organization, Federal Aviation
Administration, 600 Independence
Avenue SW., Washington, DC 20591;
telephone (202) 385–7661; fax (202)
385–7433; email susan.pfingstler@
faa.gov.
For legal questions concerning this
Order contact: Robert Hawks, Office of
the Chief Counsel, Federal Aviation
Administration, 800 Independence
Avenue SW., Washington, DC 20591;
telephone: (202) 267–7143; facsimile:
(202) 267–7971; email: rob.hawks@
faa.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Availability of Rulemaking Documents
You may obtain an electronic copy
using the Internet by:
(1) Searching the Federal
eRulemaking Portal (http://
www.regulations.gov);
(2) Visiting the FAA’s Regulations and
Policies Web page at http://
www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/; or
(3) Accessing the Government
Printing Office’s Web page at http://
www.gpoaccess.gov/fr/index.html.
You also may obtain a copy by
sending a request to the Federal
Aviation Administration, Office of
Rulemaking, ARM–1, 800 Independence
Avenue SW., Washington, DC 20591, or
by calling (202) 267–9680. Make sure to
identify the amendment number or
docket number of this rulemaking.
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Background
From 1968, the FAA had limited the
number of arrivals and departures at JFK
during the peak afternoon demand
period (corresponding to transatlantic
arrival and departure banks) through the
implementation of the High Density
Rule (HDR).1 By statute enacted in April
2000, the HDR’s applicability to JFK
operations terminated as of January 1,
2007.2 Using AIR–21 exemptions and
the HDR phase-out, U.S. air carriers
1 33

FR 17896 (Dec. 3, 1968). The FAA codified
the rules for operating at high density traffic
airports in 14 CFR part 93, subpart K. The HDR
required carriers to hold a reservation, which came
to be known as a ‘‘slot,’’ for each takeoff or landing
under instrument flight rules at the high density
traffic airports.
2 Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the 21st
Century (AIR–21), Public Law 106–181 (Apr. 5,
2000), 49 U.S.C. 41715(a)(2).
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serving JFK significantly increased their
domestic scheduled operations
throughout the day. This increase in
operations resulted in significant
congestion and delays that negatively
impacted the National Airspace System
(NAS). In January 2008, the FAA placed
temporary limits on scheduled
operations at JFK to mitigate persistent
congestion and delays at the airport.3
With a temporary schedule limit order
in place, the FAA proposed a long-term
rule that would limit the number of
scheduled and unscheduled operations
at JFK.4 On October 10, 2008, the FAA
published the Congestion Management
Rule for John F. Kennedy International
Airport and Newark Liberty
International Airport, which would
have become effective on December 9,
2008.5 That rule was stayed by the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit and subsequently
rescinded by the FAA.6 The FAA
further extended the January 18, 2008,
Order placing temporary limits on
scheduled operations at JFK on October
7, 2009,7 on April 4, 2011,8 and on May
14, 2013.9
Under the Order, as amended, the
FAA (1) maintains the current hourly
limits on 81 scheduled operations at JFK
during the peak period; (2) imposes an
80 percent minimum usage requirement
for Operating Authorizations (OAs) with
defined exceptions; (3) provides a
mechanism for withdrawal of OAs for
FAA operational reasons; (4) establishes
procedures to allocate withdrawn,
surrendered, or unallocated OAs; and
(5) allows for trades and leases of OAs
for consideration for the duration of the
Order. The reasons for issuing the Order
have not changed appreciably since it
was implemented. Without the
operational limitations imposed by this
Order, the FAA expects severe
congestion-related delays would occur
at JFK and at other airports throughout
the NAS.
The FAA is engaged in an effort to
implement a long-term rule at
LaGuardia Airport (LGA), JFK, and
Newark Liberty International Airport
(EWR). The FAA is developing a notice
of proposed rulemaking for Slot
Management and Transparency for
LaGuardia Airport, John F. Kennedy
International Airport, and Newark
3 73 FR 3510 (Jan. 18, 2008), as amended by 73
FR 8737 (Feb. 14, 2008).
4 73 FR 29626 (May 21, 2008); Docket FAA–2008–
0517.
5 73 FR 60544, amended by 73 FR 66516 (Nov.
10, 2008).
6 74 FR 52134 (Oct. 9, 2009).
7 74 FR 51650.
8 76 FR 18620.
9 78 FR 28276.
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Liberty International Airport (RIN 2120–
AJ89), which currently is under review.
At this time, the FAA is unable to
predict the date on which that rule
would become effective. Accordingly,
the FAA has concluded it is necessary
to extend the expiration date of this
Order until the final Rule on Slot
Management and Transparency for
LaGuardia Airport, John F. Kennedy
International Airport, and Newark
Liberty International Airport becomes
effective but not later than October 29,
2016. This expiration date coincides
with the expiration dates for the Orders
limiting scheduled operations at EWR
and LGA, as also amended by notices in
today’s Federal Register. No
amendments other than the expiration
date have been made to this Order.
The FAA finds that notice and
comment procedures under 5 U.S.C.
section 553(b) are impracticable and
contrary to the public interest. The FAA
further finds that good cause exists to
make this Order effective in less than 30
days.
The Amended Order
The Order, as amended, is recited
below in its entirety.
1. This Order assigns operating
authority to conduct an arrival or a
departure at JFK during the affected
hours to the U.S. air carrier or foreign
air carrier identified in the appendix to
this Order. The FAA will not assign
operating authority under this Order to
any person or entity other than a
certificated U.S. or foreign air carrier
with appropriate economic authority
and FAA operating authority under 14
CFR part 121, 129, or 135. This Order
applies to the following:
a. All U.S. air carriers and foreign air
carriers conducting scheduled
operations at JFK as of the date of this
Order, any U.S. air carrier or foreign air
carrier that operates under the same
designator code as such a carrier, and
any air carrier or foreign-flag carrier that
has or enters into a codeshare agreement
with such a carrier.
b. All U.S. air carriers or foreign air
carriers initiating scheduled or regularly
conducted commercial service to JFK
while this Order is in effect.
c. The Chief Counsel of the FAA, in
consultation with the Vice President,
System Operations Services, is the final
decisionmaker for determinations under
this Order.
2. This Order governs scheduled
arrivals and departures at JFK from 6
a.m. through 10:59 p.m., Eastern Time,
Sunday through Saturday.
3. This Order takes effect on March
30, 2008, and will expire when the final
Rule on Slot Management and
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Transparency for LaGuardia Airport,
John F. Kennedy International Airport,
and Newark Liberty International
Airport becomes effective but not later
than October 29, 2016.
4. Under the authority provided to the
Secretary of Transportation and the
FAA Administrator by 49 U.S.C. 40101,
40103 and 40113, we hereby order that:
a. No U.S. air carrier or foreign air
carrier initiating or conducting
scheduled or regularly conducted
commercial service at JFK may conduct
such operations without an Operating
Authorization assigned by the FAA.
b. Except as provided in the appendix
to this Order, scheduled U.S. air carrier
and foreign air carrier arrivals and
departures will not exceed 81 per hour
from 6 a.m. through 10:59 p.m., Eastern
Time.
c. The Administrator may change the
limits if he determines that capacity
exists to accommodate additional
operations without a significant increase
in delays.
5. For administrative tracking
purposes only, the FAA will assign an
identification number to each Operating
Authorization.
6. A carrier holding an Operating
Authorization may request the
Administrator’s approval to move any
arrival or departure scheduled from 6
a.m. through 10:59 p.m. to another half
hour within that period. Except as
provided in paragraph seven, the carrier
must receive the written approval of the
Administrator, or his delegate, prior to
conducting any scheduled arrival or
departure that is not listed in the
appendix to this Order. All requests to
move an allocated Operating
Authorization must be submitted to the
FAA Slot Administration Office,
facsimile (202) 267–7277 or email 7AWA-Slotadmin@faa.gov, and must
come from a designated representative
of the carrier. If the FAA cannot approve
a carrier’s request to move a scheduled
arrival or departure, the carrier may
then apply for a trade in accordance
with paragraph seven.
7. For the duration of this Order, a
carrier may enter into a lease or trade of
an Operating Authorization to another
carrier for any consideration. Notice of
a trade or lease under this paragraph
must be submitted in writing to the FAA
Slot Administration Office, facsimile
(202) 267–7277 or email 7AWASlotadmin@faa.gov, and must
come from a designated representative
of each carrier. The FAA must confirm
and approve these transactions in
writing prior to the effective date of the
transaction. The FAA will approve
transfers between carriers under the
same marketing control up to five
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business days after the actual operation,
but only to accommodate operational
disruptions that occur on the same day
of the scheduled operation. The FAA’s
approval of a trade or lease does not
constitute a commitment by the FAA to
grant the associated historical rights to
any operator in the event that slot
controls continue at JFK after this order
expires.
8. A carrier may not buy, sell, trade,
or transfer an Operating Authorization,
except as described in paragraph seven.
9. Historical rights to Operating
Authorizations and withdrawal of those
rights due to insufficient usage will be
determined on a seasonal basis and in
accordance with the schedule approved
by the FAA prior to the commencement
of the applicable season.
a. For each day of the week that the
FAA has approved an operating
schedule, any Operating Authorization
not used at least 80% of the time over
the time-frame authorized by the FAA
under this paragraph will be withdrawn
by the FAA for the next applicable
season except:
i. The FAA will treat as used any
Operating Authorization held by a
carrier on Thanksgiving Day, the Friday
following Thanksgiving Day, and the
period from December 24 through the
first Saturday in January.
ii. The Administrator of the FAA may
waive the 80% usage requirement in the
event of a highly unusual and
unpredictable condition which is
beyond the control of the carrier and
which affects carrier operations for a
period of five consecutive days or more.
b. Each carrier holding an Operating
Authorization must forward in writing
to the FAA Slot Administration Office a
list of all Operating Authorizations held
by the carrier along with a listing of the
Operating Authorizations and:
i. The dates within each applicable
season it intends to commence and
complete operations.
A. For each winter scheduling season,
the report must be received by the FAA
no later than August 15 during the
preceding summer.
B. For each summer scheduling
season, the report must be received by
the FAA no later than January 15 during
the preceding winter.
ii. The completed operations for each
day of the applicable scheduling season:
A. No later than September 1 for the
summer scheduling season.
B. No later than January 15 for the
winter scheduling season.
iii. The completed operations for each
day of the scheduling season within 30
days after the last day of the applicable
scheduling season.
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10. In the event that a carrier
surrenders to the FAA any Operating
Authorization assigned to it under this
Order or if there are unallocated
Operating Authorizations, the FAA will
determine whether the Operating
Authorizations should be reallocated.
The FAA may temporarily allocate an
Operating Authorization at its
discretion. Such temporary allocations
will not be entitled to historical status
for the next applicable scheduling
season under paragraph 9.
11. If the FAA determines that an
involuntary reduction in the number of
allocated Operating Authorizations is
required to meet operational needs,
such as reduced airport capacity, the
FAA will conduct a weighted lottery to
withdraw Operating Authorizations to
meet a reduced hourly or half-hourly
limit for scheduled operations. The FAA
will provide at least 45 days’ notice
unless otherwise required by
operational needs. Any Operating
Authorization that is withdrawn or
temporarily suspended will, if
reallocated, be reallocated to the carrier
from which it was taken, provided that
the carrier continues to operate
scheduled service at JFK.
12. The FAA will enforce this Order
through an enforcement action seeking
a civil penalty under 49 U.S.C. 46301(a).
A carrier that is not a small business as
defined in the Small Business Act, 15
U.S.C. 632, will be liable for a civil
penalty of up to $25,000 for every day
that it violates the limits set forth in this
Order. A carrier that is a small business
as defined in the Small Business Act
will be liable for a civil penalty of up
to $10,000 for every day that it violates
the limits set forth in this Order. The
FAA also could file a civil action in U.S.
District Court, under 49 U.S.C. 46106,
46107, seeking to enjoin any air carrier
from violating the terms of this Order.
13. The FAA may modify or withdraw
any provision in this Order on its own
or on application by any carrier for good
cause shown.
Issued in Washington, DC, on March 21,
2014.
Marc L. Warren,
Acting Chief Counsel.
[FR Doc. 2014–06686 Filed 3–25–14; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4910–13–P
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